
Visual and Image System Measurement of Spray Deposits Using 
Water-Sensitive Paper 
  
 Many different methods have been employed to 
measure spray deposition.  Water-sensitive paper 
(WSP) is an important and useful tool for providing quick 
evaluation of spray coverage.  In this study, we 
compared three methods of evaluating spot distributions 
on water-sensitive paper to determine the utility of each 
method.  The methods were:  visual rating, visual 
counting of spot density, and imaging system 
measurement of spot characteristics. 
 Water-sensitive papers (WSP) were attached to 
leaves in nursery trees and sprayed with air-blast 
sprayers.  Deposit patterns on the WSP were rated 
visually for coverage, from 0 (no spots) to 10 (completely 
dark) (Figure 1).    WSPs were analyzed with an imaging 
system; several spot size parameters, number of spots, 
and area coverage percentage were measured.  Visual 
ratings of 6, 7, and 8 had considerable variability in area 
coverage percentage (Figure 2).  It seems that visual 
rating gave good scores to spray coverage if spots were 
uniform, with little space between spots.  Small spots 
can achieve this effect with much less of the area 
covered than can large spots.   
 
   

      
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Examples of WSPs with visual coverage ratings of 
3, 5, 6, and 8. Percent–area covered with spots and number of 
spots/cm2, measured with image analysis, are shown for each 
example (NM means spot density was too great to be 
measured by image analysis). WSPs with coverage greater 
than 20% gave unreliable spot size data measured with image 
analysis. 

 
 Visual counts of spot density (spots/cm2) were 
made for cards representing coverage ratings from 1 to 
6.  As spot density increased, spot numbers measured 
visually became nearly twice as great as spot numbers 
measured by the imaging software (Figure 3).  Visually 
measured spot density was greater than image-system 
measured spot density for all rating numbers, especially 
for higher spot densities (Figure 3).  Spot density began 
to decrease at visual rating numbers greater than 7 
(Figure 3).   
 In conclusion, imaging systems do give fairly 
consistent measurements of coverage and drop size 
information, within the limits of consistent target 
background and spot population density.  However, they 
are not effective for measuring spot density when 
coverage is greater than about 40%. 

 
Fig. 2.  Visual coverage rating as a function of percent of WSP 
covered with spots, as measured by image analysis.  
Regression line adapted from Theriault et al. 
(2001).

 
Fig. 3.  Comparison of number of spots/cm2 as measured 
visually and with image analysis; spots were counted on 5 
WSP samples for visual coverage ratings from 1 to 6. 
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